walking-as thinkers do, to clear the mind-a research companion trails respectfully behind, waiting to be called on. It is there when you want it and, thanks to digital print, manages to be spectre and substance all at once. In the case of this volume, very great substance: it would knock me unconscious if I lost my grip on it while reading on the couch. The Ashgate Research Companion to Paranormal Cultures is a big book about nebulous things that are difficult to corral and impossible to call to account. These things include the usual suspects of ghosts (or rather the lay professionals who conjure spirits and the punters who hunt them out or feel the faint impress of their presence), aliens (or rather the people who've seen them or the ships they travel in), and the monstrous animals that populate the field of crypto--zoology but also those 'traces from a non--human past' (Peckham, 102) that VOLUME21 NUMBER1 MAR2015 284 haunt our genes and the spirit of musical genius that moves the untrained hand to write a new piece by Liszt. Other otherwordly entities are missing from the collection, however. Demons don't get much of a look in, except as bit players in legend--trips on internet sites aimed at the paranormal faction. Nor does the 'sublime buzz of otherness', (18) as co--editor Sally Munt phrases it, come in the shape of getting one's buzz on since hallucinogenic gateways to the paranormal are conspicuously absent from discussion.
With a standout introduction to the whole by Munt and editorial essays to frame each of the three parts of the book, the collection is at first blush neatly packaged. When you read from cover to cover, however, form unravels. Partly this is due to the uniform length of the contributions which often end before they've begun.
Like a castaway doing their first anxious scramble from the western to the eastern shore of their desert island, one is delivered from one confounding view of the deep blue sea to another. Nor can the division of the book into three (epistemologies of the paranormal; the paranormal's registration in and impact on social change; and the phenomenology and aesthetics that give it shape, voice and form) contain the noisy constituency of its parts. For the question remains: how do you give shape to a void?
Formlessness might be considered less a weakness than a strength of a work the anatomy of which (collection, survey, companion) In 1996, when I was still running a fever after major surgery, I set off to Brisbane to do a spot of research on paranormal cultures at the Mutual UFO Network Australia Conference, an annual gathering of alien abductees. Arriving off a late flight, my bags were sent up in one elevator while I went up in another, where I was joined by a young American woman, as tan and doe--eyed as I was pale and exhausted. As the lift jerked into its ascent she leaned close and said, 'I don't think now had no idea whether she was an Us or a Them. After two days of this I was ready to flee. But it wasn't the florid craziness that got me in the end, it was the people new to the network, men and women who stepped shyly up to the podium to tell the story of the one strange thing that had happened to them in an otherwise ordinary life. Not obviously crazy, they were the credible witnesses to the incredible.
I had no idea what to do with them.
The abductee conference is my most boondoggling experience of the paranormal (not counting the CIA agent I met at Disneyworld but that's another story). My benchmark measure for the incredible, however, comes from when I was standing on a remote beach in Abel Tasman National Park without a sunhat, eyes half shut against a brightness that wanted to turn me inside out, thinking I wish a had a hat. At which point a black baseball cap came skudding along the sand to fetch up against my foot. The cap was plain black without a logo and that detail made the whole thing even more mindboggling-a logic--defying coincidence to beat the best of them.
The story of the sunhat presents to you, dear reader, the problem that the least mad speakers at the MUFON conference presented to me. It forces you to ask whether I can be trusted, whether I'm a credible witness to the incredible. If, as Sally Munt suggests, you approach the matter 'with curiousity, and with … senses attuned to the irrational' (1) then you might be halfway towards acceptance or minimally an 'agnostic standpoint that can incorporate contradiction'. That is to say, the authors believe they are reporting from, not about, the border between everyday life and the paranormal. ('Mary', 357) These terms are eerily familiar, as is the description of the care the women in the circle take for the trance medium as they husband her throughout the sitting and the long waking through which she must 'return to consciousness gently and in her own time '. (355) If I was to read the subculture of the trance medium circle through other disciplinary frames it would be hard to miss its similarity to the 'domestication of heaven' that historian Ann Douglas finds in the 'consolation literature' that was popular in nineteenth century America. Elizabeth Phelps Stuart, an early follower of Spiritualism, claimed that her spirit guide had told her in great detail what heaven was like: what people ate, the work they did, the style of hats they liked and which musical pieces were popular.
2 In the nineteenth century death was neither foreign nor strange and heaven resembled a fashionable suburb in a major American city, a comfortable projection to the other side of familiar social expectations and mores.
Baldwin's chapter has no pretensions to describing heaven but it does articulate the continuity of lifeworld and deathworld in ways that provide a very particular exemplum of the 'epistemological individualism' and 'subjectivisation' that Christopher Partridge identifies as the bedrock of both contemporary Western alternative religions and 'occulture '. (41-3) In the November 2014 news cycle, a story about the work of a Swiss research team did the rounds. The research project unpacked the 'feelings of presence ' (FOP) that the bereaved experience routinely and the more rare encounters of mountaineer or arctic explorers with a shadow companion on the ice beside them.
The experiment involved giving subjects remote control of a robotic arm that they used to lightly touch their own back. Across time the touch signal was delayed so that cause and effect drifted progressively further apart until the subject began to feel the touch as coming from something and someone else, an invisible other. The subjects reported a feeling of presence so intense and upsetting that they called for the procedure to be terminated. They had begun to perceive their own body as the spectral body. The researchers concluded from the experiment that angels, demons and ghosts are figments, phenomenological artefacts, nothing but a displaced orientation to our own body brought on by situations of extreme stress. 
